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DOUBLE HIGGS PRODUCTION AT LHC, SEE-SAW TYPE-IIAND GEORGI�MACHACEK MODELS. I. Godunov a;b*, M. I. Vysotsky a;;d**, E. V. Zhemhugov a;d***aInstitute for Theoretial and Experimental Physis117218, Mosow, RussiabNovosibirsk State University630090, Novosibirsk, RussiaMosow Institute of Physis and Tehnology141700, Dolgoprudny, Mosow Region, RussiadMosow Engineering Physis Institute115409, Mosow, RussiaReeived September 25, 2014The double Higgs prodution in the models with isospin-triplet salars is studied. It is shown that in the see-sawtype-II model, the mode with an intermediate heavy salar, pp! H+X ! 2h+X, may have the ross setionthat is omparable with that in the Standard Model. In the Georgi�Mahaek model, this ross setion ouldbe muh larger than in the Standard Model beause the vauum expetation value of the triplet an be large.Contribution for the JETP speial issue in honor of V. A. Rubakov's 60th birthdayDOI: 10.7868/S00444510150300401. INTRODUCTIONAfter the disovery of the Higgs-BE boson at theLHC [1℄, the next steps to hek the Standard Model(SM) are the measurement of the oupling onstants ofthe Higgs boson with other SM partiles (t�t;WW;ZZ,b�b; � �� ; : : : ) with better auray and the measurementof the Higgs self-oupling that determines the shape ofthe Higgs potential. In the SM, the triple and quartiHiggs ouplings are predited in terms of the knownHiggs mass and vauum expetation value. Devia-tions from these preditions would mean the existeneof a New Physis in the Higgs potential. The tripleHiggs oupling an be measured at the LHC in dou-ble Higgs prodution, in whih the gluon fusion dom-inates: gg ! hh. However, the 2h prodution rosssetion is very small. Aording to [2℄, the ross se-tion at ps = 14 TeV is �NNLO (gg ! hh) = 40:2 fbwith a 10�15% auray. For the �nal states with rea-*E-mail: sgodunov�itep.ru**E-mail: vysotsky�itep.ru***E-mail: zhemhugov�itep.ru

sonable signal/bakground ratios (suh as hh! b�b),only at the HL-LHC with the integrated luminosityR L dt = 3000 fb�1 will the double Higgs prodution befound and the triple Higgs oupling will be measured[3℄1). We seek the extensions of the SM Higgs setor inwhih the double Higgs prodution is enhaned.One of the well-motivated examples of a nonmin-imal Higgs setor is provided by the see-saw type-IImehanism of neutrino mass generation [7℄. In thismehanism, a salar isotriplet (�++;�+;�0) with thehyperharge Y� = 2 is added to the SM. The vauumexpetation value (vev) of the neutral omponent v�generates Majorana masses of the left-handed neutri-nos. There are two neutral salar bosons in the model:the light one, in whih the doublet Higgs omponentdominates and whih should be identi�ed with the par-tile disovered at the LHC (h;Mh = 125GeV), and theheavy one, in whih the triplet Higgs omponent dom-inates (H). The neutrino masses equal fiv�, where fi(i = 1; 2; 3) originates from Yukawa ouplings of the1) The deays into b�b� �� and b�bW+W� �nal states an be evenmore promising for measuring the triple Higgs oupling [4, 5℄ (seealso [6℄).426



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015 Double Higgs prodution at LHC : : :Higgs triplet with the lepton doublets. If neutrinos arelight due to a small value of v� while fi are of the or-der of unity, then H deays into neutrino pairs. Threestates,H�� (or���), H�, andH , are almost degener-ate in the model onsidered in Se. 2, and the absene ofthe same-sign dileptons at the LHC from H�� ! l�l�deays provides the lower bound mH > 400 GeV [8℄.We are interested in the opposite ase where v� reahesthe maximum allowed value while neutrinos are lightbeause of small values of fi. In this ase, H ! hh anbe the dominant deay mode of a heavy neutral Higgsboson. In this way, we obtain an additional mehanismof the double h prodution at the LHC.The bound mH++ > 400 GeV [8℄ annot be appliednow beause H�� mainly deays into the same-signdiboson [9℄. We only need H to be heavy enough forthe H ! hh deay to our. This ase is analyzedin Se. 2. The invariant mass of the additionally pro-dued hh state peaks at (p1 + p2)2 = m2H , whih isa distintive feature of the proposed mehanism (seealso [10, 11℄).H ontains a small admixture of the isodoubletstate, whih makes gluon fusion a dominant meha-nism of H prodution at the LHC. The admixture ofthe isodoublet omponent in H equals approximately2v�=v, where v � 250 GeV is the vauum expetationvalue of the neutral omponent of the isodoublet, andin Se. 2, for ps = 14 TeV and MH = 300 GeV, weobtain � (gg ! H) � 25 fb. Taking into aount thatthe branhing ratio H ! hh is about 80%, we obtain a50% enhanement of double Higgs prodution in om-parison with the SM.Sine the nonzero value of v� violates the well-heked equality of the strengths of harged and neutralurrents at the tree level,g2=M2W�g2=M2Z = 1 + 2v2�v2 ; (1)v� should be less than 5 GeV (see Se. 2). The gg ! Hross setion was estimated numerially for the maxi-mum allowed value v� = 5 GeV when the isodoubletadmixture is about 5%.The bound v� < 5 GeV is removed in the Georgi�Mahaek (GM) model [12℄, where, in addition to �,a salar isotriplet with Y = 0 is introdued. If the vevof the neutral omponent of this additional �eld equalsv�, then we have just one in the r.h.s. of Eq. (1): theorretion proportional to v2� is aneled. Thus, v� anbe muh larger than 5 GeV. The bounds on v� omefrom the measurement of the 125GeV Higgs boson ou-

plings to vetor bosons and fermions, whih would de-viate from their SM values: i ! i h1 + ai (v�=v)2i.The onsideration of an enhanement of 2h produ-tion in the GM variant of the see-saw type-II modelis presented in Se. 3. Beause the urrent aurayof the measurement of i values in h prodution anddeay is poor, v� as large as 50 GeV is allowed and� (gg ! H) an reah 2 pb, whih makes it aessiblewith the integrated luminosity R Ldt = 300 fb�1 priorto the HL-LHC run. We summarize our results in theConlusions.2. DOUBLE h PRODUCTION IN H DECAYSAT THE LHC2.1. Salar setor of the see-saw type-II modelIn this subsetion, we present the neessary formu-las (see [13℄ for a detailed desription). In addition tothe SM isodoublet �eld� � "�+�0# � 264 �+1p2 (v + '+ i�)375 ; (2)an isotriplet is introdued in the see-saw type-II model:� � � � �p2 == " �3=p2 ��1 � i�2� =p2��1 + i�2� =p2 ��3=p2 # �� "Æ+=p2 Æ++Æ0 �Æ+=p2# ; Æ0 = 1p2 (v�+Æ+i�) : (3)Here, � are the Pauli matries.The salar setor kineti terms areLkineti = jD��j2 +Tr h(D��)y (D��)i ; (4)where D�� = ���� ig2Aa��a�� ig02 B��; (5)D�� = ����a + g"abAb�� � ig0B��a� �ap2 == ���� ig2 �Aa��a;��� ig0B��: (6)The hyperharge Y� = 1 was substituted for theisodoublet and Y� = 2 for the isotriplet. The termsquadrati in the vetor boson �elds are as follows:427



S. I. Godunov, M. I. Vysotsky, E. V. Zhemhugov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015LV 2 = g2 ��Æ0��2W+W� + 12g2 ���0��2W+W� ++ �g2 ��Æ0��2 Z2 + 14�g2 ���0��2 Z2: (7)The vetor boson masses areM2W = g24 �v2 + 2v2�� ;M2Z = �g24 �v2 + 4v2�� : (8)For the ratio of vetor boson masses, negleting theradiative orretions from the isotriplet (not a bad ap-proximation as far as the heavy triplet deouples), weobtain MWMZ � �MWMZ �SM�1� v2�v2 � : (9)Comparing the result of the SM �t [14, p. 145℄MSMW = 80:381 GeV with the experimental valueMexpW = 80:385(15) GeV, we obtain the following upperbound at the 3� level:v� < 5 GeV: (10)Beause the ross setions we are interested in are pro-portional to v2�, we use the upper bound v� = 5 GeVfor numerial estimates in this setion.From the numerial value of the Fermi oupling on-stant in muon deay, we obtainv2 + 2v2� = (246 GeV)2 ; (11)and hene for v� . 5 GeV, the value v = 246 GeV anbe safely used in deriving (10).The salar potential has the formV (�;�) = �12m2� ��y��+ �2 ��y��2 ++M2�Tr ��y��+ �p2 ��T i�2�y�+H..� ; (12)whih is a trunated version of the most general renor-malizable potential (see, e. g., [15, Eq. (2.6)℄). We maysimply suppose that the oupling onstants that multi-ply the omitted terms in the potential (�1; �2; �4, and�5) are small2). In the ase of the SM, only the �rstline in (12) remains; the mass of the Higgs boson equalsm� = 125 GeV while its expetation value is v2 �� m2�=� � (246 GeV)2, � � 0:25.2) We note that a relatively large value of �5 leads to on-siderable splitting of the masses of triplet states. If the asadedeay H ! H+W� beomes allowed, it greatly diminishes theH ! hh branhing ratio [16℄.

At the minimum of (12), the equations12m2� = 12�v2 � �v�;M2� = 12� v2v� (13)hold, and hene for vevs of the isodoublet and isotriplet,we obtain v2 = m2�M2��M2� � �2 ; (14)v� = �m2�2�M2� � 2�2 = �2 v2M2� : (15)Aording to (12), the terms quadrati in ' and Æare V ('; Æ) = 12m2�'2 + 12M2�Æ2 � �v'Æ: (16)Here and below, the terms suppressed by (v�=v)2 areomitted.Denoting the states with de�nite masses by h andH , we obtain"'Æ# = "os� � sin�sin� os� #" hH# ;tan 2� = 2�vM2� �m2� ; (17)
M2h = 12 �m2�+M2��q(M2��m2�)2+4�2v2 � �� m2�; (18)M2H = 12 �m2�+M2�+q(M2��m2�)2+4�2v2 � ��M2�: (19)Beause tan 2� � 4v�=v � 1, the mass eigenstate honsists mostly of ', and H onsists mostly of Æ. Wesuppose that the partile observed by ATLAS and CMSis h, so Mh is about 125 GeV.The salar setor of the model, in addition to themassless goldstone bosons that are eaten up by thevetor gauge bosons, ontains one double-harged �eldH++, one single-harged �eld H+, and three real neu-tral �elds A; H , and h. H+ is mostly Æ+ with a small�+ admixture, and A is mostly � with a small � ad-mixture. All these partiles exept h are heavy; theirmasses equal M� up to small orretions proportionalto v2�=M�.428



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015 Double Higgs prodution at LHC : : :2.2. H deaysThe seond and fourth terms in potential (12) on-tribute to H ! 2h deays:�2 ��y��2 ! �v2 '3; (20)�p2 ��T i�2�y� +H..�! ��2 Æ �'2 � �2� ; (21)where in the seond line, � is dominantly a Goldstonestate that forms the longitudinal Z polarization.With the help of (17), we obtain the expression forthe e�etive Lagrangian that desribes the H ! 2hdeay:LHhh = �2 "1 + 3(MH=Mh)2 � 1#Hh2 == v�M2Hv2 "1 + 3(MH=Mh)2 � 1#Hh2: (22)In the see-saw type-II model, neutrino masses aregenerated by the Yukawa ouplings of the isotriplet �to lepton doublets. These ouplings generate H ! ��deays as well. As it was noted in [9℄, diboson de-ays dominate for v� > 10�3 GeV. This happens be-ause the diboson deay amplitude is proportional tov�, while Yukawa ouplings fi are inversely propor-tional to it, f � m�=v�. That is why lepton deays areompletely negligible for v� & 1 GeV.The amplitudes of H ! ZZ and H ! W+W�deays are ontained in (7):LHV V = g2�v� os�� 12v sin��W+W�H ++ �g2�v� os�� 14v sin��Z2H �� �g2 M2h=M2H1�M2h=M2H v�W+W�H ++ �g22 1� 2M2h=M2H1�M2h=M2H v�Z2H; (23)and we see that the H ! W+W� deay is suppressed(see, e. g., [17℄).The H ! t�t deay ours through a ' admixture:LHt�t = sin�mtv t�tH = 2v�=v1�M2h=M2H mtv t�tH (24)as well as the H deay into two gluons:LHgg = �s12� sin�G2�� : (25)

We note that all the amplitudes of H deays are pro-portional to the triplet vev v�.For the deay probabilities, we obtain�H!hh = v2�v4 M3H8� "1 + 2 (Mh=MH)21� (Mh=MH)2 #2 ��s1� 4M2hM2H ; (26)�H!ZZ = v2�v4 M3H8� "1� 2 (Mh=MH)21� (Mh=MH)2 #2 ���1� 4M2ZM2H + 12M4ZM4H�s1� 4M2ZM2H ; (27)�H!WW = v2�v4 M3H4� " M2h=M2H1� (Mh=MH)2#2 ���1� 4M2WM2H + 12M4WM4H �s1� 4M2WM2H ; (28)�H!t�t = v2�v4 Nm2tMH2� 1(1�M2h=M2H)2 ���1� 4 m2tM2H�3=2 ; (29)where N = 3 is the number of olors. Finally, for thewidth of deay into two gluon jets, we obtain�H!gg = v2�v4 M3H2� ��s3��2�1� M2hM2H��2 ; (30)whih is always negligible.In what follows, we suppose that MH < 350 GeVand the deay H ! t�t is forbidden kinematially. Wenote that even for MH > 350 GeV, the H ! 2h deaybranhing ratio is large, but the H prodution rosssetion beomes small due to the large H mass.The H prodution ross setion inreases when itbeomes lighter, but for MH < 250 GeV, the deayH ! 2h is kinematially forbidden. That is why fornumerial estimates we took the value MH = 300 GeVfor whih H ! 2h and H ! ZZ deays domi-nate3) and �H!2h=�H!ZZ � 4. Hene, a 300-GeV(or slightly lighter) H mostly deays into two 125-GeVHiggs bosons.3) The deay H ! ZZ ! �l+l�� �l+l�� provides great oppor-tunity for the disovery of a heavy Higgs H.429



S. I. Godunov, M. I. Vysotsky, E. V. Zhemhugov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015Table 1. The ross setions of Higgs prodution via ggfusion. Values for the SM Higgs are taken from Tab-le 4 in [18℄. All numbers in this and following tablesorrespond to 14-TeV LHC energyMh, GeV 125 300�gg!h, pb 49:97� 10% 11:07� 10%MH , GeV � 300�gg!H , fb � 25� 10%A tehnial remark: the equality �H!hh = �H!ZZin the limit MH � Mh;MH � MZ follows from theequality (up to the sign) of H ! 2h and H ! 2� deayamplitudes (see (21)).2.3. H prodution at the LHCThe dominant mehanism of H produtionis the gluon fusion, whose ross setion equalsthat of SM Higgs prodution times sin2 � �� �(2v�=v) = �1�M2h=M2H��2 � 2:4 � 10�3. Therelevant numbers are presented in Table 1. All thenumbers orrespond to the 14-TeV LHC energy.The subdominant mehanisms of H prodution areZZ fusion and assoiative ZH prodution. ComparingZZh and ZZH verties, we realulate the ross se-tions of SM proesses of h prodution into that of Hprodution. In the SM, we haveLhZZ = 14�g2vZ2h: (31)From (23), we obtain�ZZ!H = �2v�v 1� 2M2h=M2H1�M2h=M2H �2 (�ZZ!h)SM �� 10�3 (�ZZ!h)SM ; (32)and the same relation holds for the Z� ! ZH assoia-tive prodution ross setion.We separate the VBF ross setion of SM Higgs pro-dution into that in W+W� fusion (whih dominates)and in ZZ fusion (whih is the one that matters for Hprodution) with the help of the omputer ode HAWK[19℄. The obtained results are presented in Table 2.In Table 3, the results for the assoiative ZH pro-dution ross setions are presented.We see that gluon fusion dominates H produtionat the LHC. Using model parameters v� = 5 GeV andMH = 300 GeV, we obtain that the branhing ratio

Table 2. The ross setions (QCD NLO) of salarbosons prodution in vetor boson fusion alulatedwith the help of HAWK (see also Table 10 in [18℄)Mh, GeV 125 300�V V!h, fb 4342(5) 1418(1)�W+W�!h, fb 3272(4) 1053(1)�ZZ!h, fb 1087(1) 365(1)MH , GeV � 300�ZZ!H , fb � 0.365(1)Table 3. The ross setions of the assoiativeSM Higgs prodution from Table 14 in [18℄ and ofassoiative H prodution realulated with the helpof (32)Mh, GeV 125 300�W�!Wh, fb 1504� 4% 67:6� 4%�Z�!Zh, fb 883� 5% 41:6� 5%MH , GeV � 300�Z�!ZH , fb � 0:0416� 5%of H ! 2h deay is � 80%. Thus, deays of H pro-vide � 20 fb of the double h prodution ross setionin addition to the 40 fb oming from the SM. However,unlike in the SM, where the 2h invariant mass is spreadalong a rather large interval, in the ase of H deaysthe 2h invariant mass equals MH .3. H PRODUCTION ENHANCEMENT IN THEGEORGI�MACHACEK VARIANT OF THESEE-SAW TYPE-II MODELThe amplitudes of H prodution via both gg fusionand VBF are proportional to the triplet vev v� andbeause of the upper bound v� < 5 GeV, these ampli-tudes and the orresponding ross setions are severelysuppressed.The triplet vev v� should be small in order to avoida notieable violation of ustodial symmetry that guar-antees the degeneray of W and Z bosons in the SM attree level in the limit g0 = 0, os �W = 1. The vev of theomplex isotriplet � with the hyperharge Y� = 2 vi-olates the ustodial symmetry (see (8)). The ustodial430



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015 Double Higgs prodution at LHC : : :symmetry is preserved when two isotriplets (omplex� and real � with Y� = 0) are added to the SM andwhen vevs of their neutral omponents are equal [12℄.Thus, in the GM variant of the see-saw type-II model,v� is not bounded by (10) and an be onsiderablylarger. Instead of (8), in the GM model we haveM2W = g24 �v2 + 4v2�� ;M2Z = �g24 �v2 + 4v2�� ; (33)and instead of (11),v2 + 4v2� = (246 GeV)2 : (34)We note that our v� is p2 times larger than what isusually used in the papers devoted to the GM model;our v is also usually denoted by v�, while the value246 GeV is denoted by v.The salar partiles are onveniently lassi�ed inthe GM model by their transformation properties un-der the ustodial SU(2). Two singlets whih mix toform mass eigenstates h and H areH01 = ';H02 =r23Æ +r13�0 (35)(see, e. g., [20℄). Due to the onsiderable admixtureof �0 in H02 , the HW+W� oupling onstant is notsuppressed and three modes of H deays are essential:H ! hh, H !W+W�, and H ! ZZ.The reently disovered Higgs boson should be iden-ti�ed with h. The deviations of h ouplings to vetorbosons and fermions from their values in the SM lead tothe upper bound on v�. These deviations in the limitof heavy salar triplets were reently studied in [20℄(see also [21℄). From Eqs. (59) and (61) in [20℄, we ob-tain the following estimates for the ratios of the hV V(here V = W; Z) and h �ff oupling onstants to thatin the SM: kV � 1 + 3�v�v �2 ;kf � 1� �v�v �2 : (36)Beause the Higgs boson h is produed at the LHCmainly in gluon fusion through a t-quark triangle, weobtain the ratio of the ross setions to that in the SMas �� �� � 1� �2v�v �2 ;�V V � 1 + �2v�v �2 : (37)

Sine the h ! b�b deay is studied in assoiative pro-dution, V � ! V h! V b�b, we have�b�b � 1 +�2v�v �2 : (38)In (37) and (38) we used that the total width of h ispratially the same as in the SM.Finally, in the ase of the h !  deay, the SMfator 16=9� 7 in the amplitude is modi�ed as169 � 7! �1� �v�v �2� �169 �1� �v�v �2� �� 7�1 + 3�v�v �2�� == 169 �1� 2�v�v �2�� 7�1 + 2�v�v �2� ; (39)where the �rst fator in the �rst line takes the dampingof h prodution in gluon fusion into aount4).We suppose that v� is ten times larger than thenumber used in Se. 2, vGM� = 50 GeV. Then from (34)we obtain vGM � 225 GeV and �� �� � 0:8, while�WW = �ZZ = �bb � 1:2. From (39), � � 1:4. Withthe up-to-date level of experimental auray, one an-not exlude these deviations of the �i from their SMvalues (�i)SM � 1.One order of magnitude inrease in v� leads totwo orders of magnitude inrease in the H produ-tion ross setion. Hene, a 300 GeV heavy Higgs bo-son H an be produed at the 14-TeV LHC energywith the 2 pb ross setion, whih should be largeenough for it to be disovered prior to the HL-LHC.The searh strategy should be the same as for the SMHiggs boson: the gg ! H ! ZZ deay is a goldendisovery mode, whose ross setion an be as largeas (2 pb) � Br (H ! ZZ)GM, where Br (H ! ZZ)GMdepends on the model parameters (see [20℄).4. CONCLUSIONSThe ase of extra isotriplet(s) provides a rih Higgs-setor phenomenology with harged and neutral salarpartiles additional to the SM Higgs boson. With thegrowth of the triplet vev, the prodution ross setionof the new salar grows and the dominant deays ofnew partiles beome deays to gauge and lighter salarbosons. The harged salars (�++; �+) are produedthrough eletroweak interations. The bounds on themodel parameters from the nondisovery of �++ and4) We take only t-quark andW -boson loops into aount, omit-ting the loops with harged Higgses.431
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